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NEW TOWN FUTURE FILM, 2015
HD, 18:30 min, color sound
Director, Producer, Writer, Camera: Ana Bilankov
Editing: Paul Hill
Inspired by Robert Smithson’s Photostat Proposal for a Monument at
Antarctica
Production with kindly support of: Berlin Senate Culturual Affairs Departement; HAVC, Croatian Audiovisual Center; Residency Unlimited,
Brookyn, NY; Film/Video Studio Program, Wexner Center for the Arts,
Columbus Ohio.

The experimental video is set in postindustrial landscape of
New York City and evokes traveling through time and space,
somewhere between a utopian and a distopian vision of the
future.

WHITE, 2012/13
The ongoing project “White”
is
a visual research of
disappearance
and
dissolve
of
the
monochrome
picture, some kind of “suprematist” approach within the
still and moving image. Thematically and phenomenologically it also continuous my main artistic issue of the construction of identity in geographical and psychological hybrid- no- migrant- nomadic- and in-between-spaces.
WHITE 1-2 (1998/2012), 2 b/w photographs (see below p.6)
As a student of art history in Zagreb, the most fascinating
picture I saw in vivo was the “Red Cavalry” by Kazimir
Malevich, exhibited in the Museum of Contemporary Art as a
part of his retrospective in 1990. After that, I was (intuitively)
searching for some similar scene for a long time. Both of these
photographs follow this track. In the meantime I had also the
idea to stage the scenery of the picture with the riders somewhere on the horizon with filmic devices. Several years later I got
the grant for Moscow from Berlin Culture Senate and I went to St.
Petersburg to see this picture again. Unfortunately it was not
exhibited in the Museum at this point. But I found the scenery
with some real horses and riders, not on a landscape horizon,
but in the centre of Moscow city (see my video “Night Riders”,
2011). I am sure that if Malevich lived now, he would also have
filmed this bizarre urban scene with riders with his video camera.
MAN, SHIP AND A LANDSCAPE (POLAR NIGHT) (2013)
video, 4`04”, color, no sound, loop
6 videostills >>
This video is in its form and in the art of its presentation a hybrid video-photography, with minimal setting and
movement of the ship on the horizon. There are some rocks,
waves and a man walking through the moonlike scenery.
The footage I took on Coney Island in New York. At one
moment the b/w panoramic photograph of New York overlaps
the scene. The ´materiality´ of dust particles and scratches on
its surface fascinates me again and it is some kind of reminiscence of the earlier time spent in the photographic laboratory.

WHITE 1-2, 1998/2012

WHITE 1-2, 1998/2012, 2 b/w photographs, archival pigment print on Hahnemühle Photo Rag Paper, 60x80 cm

NIGHT RIDERS, 2011
Video, mini DV, 6´30”, color, sound
Directed, Filmed & Edited by Ana Bilankov
Sound by Tyler Friedman
See excerpt on https://vimeo.com/108022401

A short atmospheric video, formally between documentary
and fiction, depicts horse riders trotting through a darkened
cityscape. Is it a real scenery or surreal image of a future city,
where horses will again be used for urban transportation?

U RATU I REVOLUCIJI / IN WAR AND REVOLUTION
2011
DigiBeta, 15`03”, color, sound
Scriptwriter, Director and Cinematographer: Ana Bilankov
Editor: Staša Čelan
Music and Sound Designer: Boris Wagner
Line Producer: Marija Ratković Vidaković
Producer: Vera Robić-Škarica / Croatian Film Association
See trailer on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaV-iErwfEM

The experimental-documentary video tackles both the personal and
collective amnesia that occurred during political changes and the
war of the early 1990s in Croatia. The film’s structure consists of
two strands, interwoven through parallel editing. Firstly, there is an
interview with the filmmaker’s 97-year-old grandmother who tries
to remember her youth as a teacher during the anti-fascist movement in WWII by looking at a photograph from the book “The School
in War and Revolution”. This is interpolated with interviews with
several contemporary intellectuals from Zagreb on the subject of the
disappearance of books regarded as ‘inappropriate’ in the early 1990s.

IT MAKES YOU HAPPY, 2011
Video, mini DV, 3´, color, sound
Directed, Filmed & Edited by Ana Bilankov

Press conference before the opening of the 1st Moscow Biennale in winter 2005
in the former Lenin Museum. At the entrance vodka is served by young ladies,
someone makes comment “This is Russian vodka - it makes you happy”. The art
consumers are eating and drinking, parallel to the official speeches by the curators.

BLUE BLACK BERLIN, 2009
Video, mini DV, 7´20”, color, sound
Directed, Filmed & Edited by Ana Bilankov
Sound by Tyler Friedman
See video on: https://vimeo.com/12943895

An idyllic night promenade along the Berlin Spree with
ships and walkers turns into a fictive, potentially catastrophic and threatening scenario. The dramatization of
the abstract narrative is reinforced through the sound.

A STORY (RECODIFIED), 2008
Video & Photography Installation (3 parts)
1. A STORY
video, mini DV, 8`25”, color, sound
Written, Directed and Filmed by Ana Bilankov
Edited by Marko Bosko
Production with kindly support of KulturKontakt Austria
See video on: https://vimeo.com/1294725

Videostills from “A Story”
A reflexive journey into the inner world of the author expressed
through the spoken text juxtaposes the visual mapping with the
camera of an undefined space, interior and exterior at the same time.
.

2. THROWING OVER
video, mini DV, 3´, color, sound

3. GOLDEN RAIN
photography, c-print, 40x60 cm

Directed, Filmed and Edited by Ana Bilankov

Installation View, Gallery ArtPoint, Wien

Static image with the fragment of an
undefined space at dusk. You can associate a prison, torture chamber or an
artist’s studio. From time to time, the
artist’s hand appears in the gesture of
shooting, throwing the glass on the opposite wall. The sound of the rain, the traffic and the crash of the shattering glass
swell against the image. A critical look
at the personal and collective history.

Photography with the fragment of a migrant boy going out of the frame,
corresponds with the sound of the rain in “Throwing Over” and symbolically with the alchemical ´birth´ of gold at the end of the video “A Story”.

REVOLUTIONARY REALITY SHOW, 2007
Video, mini DV, 4´40”, color, no sound
Directed, Filmed & Edited by Ana Bilankov

In this Moscow video I focus on the
socio-psychological conditions of
experiencing the failure of utopias
in postcommunist societies.

CONTOUR ME, 2007
Photography Installation
3 framed photographs, 28 x 34 cm, 3 lamps

In the photographs I found on Moscow flea market, which are
archetypical images of violence borrowed from an unknown
experience, the gesture of contouring the person´s body and
clothes fragments by an unknown hand shifts our perception and
reveals a need to position ourselves and to fix a fragile structure.

GOING BACK AND FORTH, 2006
Multimedia Installation
Produced with kindly support of Atlantic Centre for the Arts, USA and
City Office for Cultural Affairs, Zagreb

GOING BACK AND FORTH
4-channel audio-video installation with 8 projections,
synchronised (Day & NIght Version), color, sound, loop
Directed and Filmed: Ana Bilankov
Editing and Programming: Marko Bosko
THE THINGS LEFT OVER: 13 DAYS DIARY
4 booklets, brochure “Celebrity Cruises Caribbean 1994”,
1 table, 3 chairs, reading lamp
THE THINGS LEFT OVER: NO TITLE (I LOVE AMERICA)
42 Photograps / Digital slide projection, 4´12”, loop

Installation View, Gallerija PM / Gallery of Extended Media, Zagreb >

My USA work complex “Going Back and Forth” was a type
of private archaeology, motivated through the personal
story. The gesture of searching for the nonexistent traces
of the final phase of my brother´s life, in which he spent
working for “Celebrity Cruises” in the USA, is revealed at
the end as an irrational search for the place of encounter.

GOING BACK AND FORTH (Day & Night-Version), videostills

THE THINGS LEFT OVER: NO TITLE (I LOVE AMERICA)
Photography Series, 42 photographs, as a slide projection
or prints, dimensions variable

PLEASURE, 2005
2-channel video installation, 4´, color, sound
Dirceted and Filmed by Ana Bilankov
Edited by Marko Bosko

“Pleasure” is a work about cultural and gender constructions, and the difficulties of communication. The format is
reminiscent of an old mute film, combining moving image with a textual script. The text disturbs the continuity of the
image on a visual, but also on a semantic level: communication, class, culture and gender identities are deconstructed.
Produced with kindly support of 1st Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art, Special Project “Gender Troubles” & Berlin Senate
for Science, Research and Culture

SHADOWING THE BLACK SQUARE: MOSCOW FRAGMENTS
2004/2005
Photography and Video Installation

WITHOUT TITLE, 2005					
Video, mini DV, 2´, loop, color, no sound, videostills >

200 ROUBLES, 2005
Video, mini DV, 0´15”, loop, color, no sound >			

SHADOWING THE BLACK SQUARE: MOSCOW FRAGMENTS, 2004
Photography Series, 9 photos 69x102 cm >		

In my Moscow work I was interested in the absurdities of
recent history, in voids and in the socio-psychological conditions of
experiencing the failure of utopias.

Installation view, Gallery M. Kraljevic, Zagreb

200 ROUBLES
videostill >

ARTIST`S STATEMENT:
Between Malevic and the Revolution _ displaced reality _ searching for the black
square _ irony of history _ finding a nostalgically utopian picture of a protest
_ fluid interspaces _ seizing counterpoints with camera _ beautiful/spiritual
_ absurd/ bizarre _ looking for an inside perspective _ postcommunist subjects walking around _ acceleration _ claustrophobia _ Lenin is hugging me _
experience means art _ an archetypal amalgam of the familiar and the unlived _
conquering space _ happiness _ amazement as a permanent state _ reality is staged.

INVENTING A SPACE, 2004
Photography and Video Installation
AT SEA I-III, 3-channel videoinstallation
AT SEA I, color, sound, 4´50”, loop
AT SEA II, color, 2´56”, loop
AT SEA III, color, 2´56”, loop

In how many places you can be at the same time, I wonder.
Instead of the answer I am observing and taking notes. Analogue
with a camera, digital with a video camera. At places, non-places
and between Berlin, Bristol, Cornwall, London, the Adriatic.These
are snapshots of people in abstract nondefined spaces and their
gestures reveal some activities, moments of arrivals and departures, meetings, landings. Or these are just slow motion pictures
of distant floating ships somewhere there, in between, beyond,
towards, in. In adverbs of places I position myself - geographically,
culturologically,
phenomenologically,
psychologically.
Installation view, Galerija
Nova, Zagreb, 2004

I spend my time translating. From one to the other, to the
third, then back and again from the beginning. I am translating languages, pictures, thoughts, feelings, ideas. Among
the lines encounters are possible. Misunderstandings as well.
At the moment I am here. And I am going to stay here for a while.
Until.				
							
(Artist´s Statement)

Installation view,
ICIA, Bath, UK 2006

INVENTING A SPACE: PLACES, NON-PLACES
Photographs

Landed, c-print, 30x40 cm

Courtyard, c-print, 50x70 cm

>

In the Park (Found Slides), 3 inkjet prints, 90 x 136 cm

Over the Hill, 3 c-prints, 50 x 75 cm

I´M LEAVING/ARRIVING, 2002
Photograpy Series, 5 c-prints, 60 x 80 cm

This photography series I made in turbulent times when I was nearly forced to leave the
country through the Berlin Foreign Office who refused to give me the residence permit for
months. After making the video, where I pack and unpack the suitcase, I shot these photographs
from TV monitor, on which video was running, mirroring myself inside it. Through the process of
double media distance I tried to get some emotional distance from the torturous experiences.

SWEET HOME, 2002
Video, mini DV, 4´20”, color, sound, loop
Directed, Filmed, Edited & Sound by Ana Bilankov
Produced wtih kindly support of Watershed Media Centre Bristol, UK
http://www.watershed.co.uk/dshed/sweet-home/preview

Sweet Home - Stories:

Stir = rise from sleep.
Trying to stir the history of the Transatlantic Slave Trade in
Bristol connected with sugar production I started to stir my
own personal history of displacement, migration and nomadism. The interrelationship between inner and outer
space & time became the subject.
Moving images as a place of exchange of many stories and layers. It is about something that isn’t there,
that’s displaced. Presence and absence in the same time.
Constructed world somewhere between a dream, reality
and historical / personal memory.

In my video and research project “Sweet Home” I was exploring the
notion of historical amnesia connected with Bristol’s involvement in
the Atlantic Slave Trade through the importation of sugar. In the
video I stir sugar - the public history of Bristol, but at the same time
I stir my personal history of displacement. The interrelationship between inner and outer space & time became the subject. There is a
project publication Sweet Home: Ein Wörterbuch der sieben Begriffe/
Die Geometrie von “Sweet Home” (M.A. Art in Context, Udk Berlin).

Repetition of circular moving. Ritualised metaphor of desire.
Coffee overflowing the rim. Saturated body pukes its history.
The fragile form of sugar crystals builds the geometry of
Sweet Home.

